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Computer architecture simulation tools are essential for implementing and evaluating new ideas in the domain
and can be useful for understanding the behavior of programs and �nding microarchitectural bottlenecks. One
particularly important part of almost any processor is the cache hierarchy. While some simulators support
simulating a whole processor, including the cache hierarchy, cores, and on-chip interconnect, others may only
support simulating the cache hierarchy. This survey provides a detailed discussion on 28 CPU cache simulators,
including popular or recent simulators. We compare between all of these simulators in four di�erent ways:
major design characteristics, support for speci�c cache design features, support for speci�c cache-related
metrics, and validation methods and e�orts. The strengths and shortcomings of each simulator and major
issues that are common to all simulators are highlighted. The information presented in this survey was
collected from many di�erent sources including research papers, documentations, source code bases, and
others. This survey is potentially useful for both users and developers of cache simulators. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the �rst comprehensive survey on cache simulation tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A cache simulator is a software tool that mimics the behavior of a hardware cache subsystem. A cache
is used to reduce the average cost of accessing main memory from the processor. The performance
di�erence between main memory and the processor has increased over time, necessitating the
development of more sophisticated caches. One way to evaluate a new cache subsystem is by
producing a hardware prototype and evaluating its performance. However, this process is often
costly and time-consuming. An alternative way is to implement the new idea in a simulator and
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evaluate it using simulation. This facilitates design space exploration [93] and makes it accessible to
a wider community of researchers and students. Simulators can also be used to study the behavior
of programs on existing processors where hardware performance events are not su�cient or
unavailable. In addition, when the study needs to be performed on many di�erent existing systems,
one could avoid purchasing all these systems by using a simulator.

Some of the cache simulators that were developed in the 1990s were used extensively in research
[25, 62, 82]. Many other simulators have been developed in the following years and new simulators
are released almost every year. While many of them remained free and open-source, some were
commercialized, and others are rarely used anymore. We consider in this work only publicly known
non-commercial simulators that are currently popular, were once popular, were developed recently,
or employ unique innovative techniques. General-purpose processor architecture simulators do
support cache simulation and we consider them in this work. In other words, we consider the set
of cache simulators to be a superset of general architectural simulators. Since our focus is on cache
simulation, we will refer to them as cache simulators as well.

We present a comprehensive survey on cache simulators, providing a comparison between their
capabilities and recommendations on the choice and use of simulators. We also discuss the intricacies
involved in designing a cache simulator and highlight a number of major issues that currently exist
in most or all academic cache simulators. Many simulators have been validated either against real
hardware or against other simulators. We show that validation is often misinterpreted and provide
guidelines on how to validate simulators and how to interpret the results of validation experiments.
A full list of simulators that we study in this work is shown in Table 1. The information presented in
this survey was collected from many di�erent sources including research papers, documentations,
source code bases, simulator-speci�c forums, our correspondences with the authors or current
developers of the simulators, and from our own experience in using theses tools. We made every
e�ort to ensure the correctness of the information presented here with respect to the latest o�cial
versions of the simulators that were publicly available at the time of submitting this paper for
publication. We also maintain an up-to-date and complete version of this survey online 1 and accept
contributions from the community.

The scope of this survey is limited to traditional CPU caches. Hardware caches have been
used in almost all kinds of processors and appear in many di�erent designs and con�gurations.
Modern compute-capable GPUs typically have a two-level cache hierarchy. In contrast to traditional
multicore CPUs, GPUs may have separate caches for scalar and vector data and may have special
caches such as constant and texture caches. Some GPUs o�er caches with con�gurable sizes.
Caches in CPUs, however, are generally much more sophisticated. Manycore processors have cache
hierarchies that are similar in simplicity to GPUs but without the special-purpose caches. Some of
the simulators considered in this work support heterogeneous architectures. But our focus will be
on CPU caches. Therefore, cache or architectural simulators that are dedicated for GPUs and other
kinds of processors (such as embedded processors, DSPs, and other accelerators) are not considered
here. Nonetheless, CPU caches share a lot of similarities with other kinds of caches and so we
believe that our survey would be relevant and useful for the majority of the architecture research
community.

Furthermore, we only consider a class of cache simulators known as instruction set simulators
(ISS). Simulators at di�erent levels of abstraction (e.g., transaction-level and hardware-level) are not
considered [43, 65, 85]. Simulators that use techniques that are not popular in our target domain
are not considered as well [18, 48]. Techniques that can be used to enhance the performance of

1https://github.com/hadibrais/archsim
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simulators in software [16, 26, 28, 32, 39] or on FPGAs [9, 42, 66] are not discussed in this work
since they merit surveys on their own.

The memory technology that a cache is made of determines the power, performance, reliability,
and security characteristics of the cache. Static random-access memory (SRAM) is typically used
to build caches, but dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) has also been used for last-level
caches in real processors. Most cache simulators have no inherent notion of memory technology.
Instead, they take the characteristics of the desired technology as input, which are estimated by
a separate cache modeling tool. Emerging non-volatile caches and 3D caches can be abstracted
similarly. However, these caches do have unique features that may be important to consider
during simulation. For example, non-volatile caches su�er from limited endurance and their energy
consumption may be dependent on the data itself that is being written to it. To study such unique
features, dedicated simulators need to be used. Such simulators are also not considered in this work.

To keep this survey manageable, we discuss the features supported by cache simulators at a
somewhat abstract level of detail. For example, there can be many designs for lockup-free caches.
Discussing exactly how each cache simulator supports lock-free caches would require a lot of e�ort,
consume a lot of space from the paper and make it less readable, yet without adding much value
since the survey is not about any feature in particular. Instead, we specify which simulators support
lockup-free caches without getting bogged down in exact implementation details.

A number of surveys have been conducted on processor architecture simulators. Akram and
Sawalha [5] present a broad survey on computer architecture simulators. It covers techniques to
enhance simulation speed and provides experimental comparison between numerous x86 simulators.
Zang et al. [91] present a survey on power cache tuning techniques and discuss which simulators to
use for that purpose. Uhlig et al. [81] present a detailed survey on trace-driven memory (including
cache) simulators. That survey was published in 1997 and a large number of simulators and
techniques have been developed since then. Aleem et al. [7] present a survey on heterogeneous
processor simulators. To our knowledge, no surveys on cache simulators of any kind have been
published in the past decade. Such tools are absolutely crucial for research in areas such as computer
architecture and embedded systems. In addition, in this survey, the number of simulators considered
is substantially larger compared to most of the aforementioned surveys2, thereby making it the
most comprehensive survey on computer architecture simulators that is focused on CPU caches. We
have identi�ed 28 simulators that are within the scope of this survey, and detailed data is provided
on each one of them.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses a number of attributes along
which cache simulators can be classi�ed. Section 3 discusses speci�c features and techniques
used in CPU caches and points out the simulators that support them. Section 4 discusses how
to meaningfully validate a cache simulator and interpret the validation results. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2 ARCHITECTURE OF CACHE SIMULATORS
There are many options for designing a cache simulator. Consider, for example, what the output of
the simulator would be. If the simulator is supposed to measure a timing-related metric, it needs to
keep track of the time required to complete various operations. Also, since caches coexist with other
components of a computer system, a simulator may simulate some of these components in addition
to the cache memory. We de�ne a number of important dimensions along which cache simulators
can be classi�ed and demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of the design choices available

2Except for [5], which does mention a larger number of simulators, but we have carefully excluded some of them
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along these dimensions. Table 1 shows all the simulators 3, in no particular order, that have been
considered in this survey together with design-related and development-related attributes. These
attributes are explained in the following subsections.

Table 1. Comparison of Some of the Design and Development Aspects of Cache simulators.

Simulator Type Level Mode Scope Last Updated Open Source
Cachegrind [59] F App X P 2015 O
Dinero IV [25] F N/A MT P 1999 O
CASPER [36] F N/A MT P 2003 N
CMP$im [38] F App X P 2009 N
Moola [76] T N/A MT P 2015 R
gem5 [14] T App, FS E, IT M 2019 O
Sniper [22] T App X, IT P, M 2019 R
Tejas [73] T App, FS X, E, IT M 2016 O
ZSim [72] T App X M 2016 O
MultiCacheSim [50] F App X P 2013 O
drcachesim [17] F App X, MT P 2016 O
MARSSx86 [64] T FS E M 2016 O
Multi2Sim [80] T App E M 2018 O
SimpleScalar [12] T App E M 2011 O
ESESC [10] T App E M 2019 O
Graphite [55] T App X M 2015 O
HORNET [69] T App X, E M 2011 O
SlackSim [23] T App E M 2010 N
Manifold [84] T App, FS E M 2016 O
vCSIMx86 [41] F N/A MT P 2013 O
pycachesim [31] F N/A N/A P 2017 O
SMPCache [82] F N/A MT P 2000 N
SiNUCA [8] T App IT M 2015 O
COTSon [11] T App, FS E M 2010 O
McSimA+ [4] T App X, IT M 2013 O
XIOSim [40] T App X M 2016 O
Zesto [49] T App E M 2009 R
MacSim [44] T App IT M 2019 O
Note: F = functional, T = timing, App = user-level, FS = full-system, X = execution-driven,
E = emulation-driven, MT = memory trace-driven, IT = instruction trace-driven, P = cache
simulation only, M = more than a cache simulator, O = open source, N = closed source, R =
source code provided on request, N/A = not applicable.

3MARSSx86 is largely based on another simulator called PTLsim [90], which is fairly popular but not being maintained.
Therefore, we decided to only discuss MARSSx86.
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2.1 Types of Simulators
A cache simulator can be either a functional or timing simulator. A functional simulator 4 does
not have a notion of time and only logically simulates the operations performed by the target
architecture to run a program. Functional simulation can be used for three purposes: to perform
statistical evaluation by counting the frequency of interesting events (such as cache misses), to
generate traces of the operations performed, and to verify the functional correctness of the design
being simulated. While functional simulators can generate instruction and memory access traces
and are often used for this purpose, dynamic binary instrumentation tools can be used to generate
such traces much more e�ciently for that particular purpose [33]. However, functional simulators
can inherently generate traces that are much more detailed.

Timing simulators keep track of time by considering how much time each operation takes
to execute. A timing simulator can be a complex cycle-level simulator that includes a detailed
microarchitecture model. Examples of such simulators include gem5 and Sniper. Such level of detail
signi�cantly increases simulation time [38], thereby limiting the number of instructions and the
number of con�gurations of the platform to be simulated [19]. Moreover, compared to functional
simulators, timing simulators require much more e�ort to develop in general. Strictly speaking,
a timing simulator may not necessarily support any statistical metrics. However, it can naturally
produce these metrics because it already performs the required functionality. All timing simulators
listed in Table 1 are necessarily functional as well. A timing simulator does not necessarily support
any of the timing-related cache simulation metrics discussed in Section 3.13, although it is much
easier to support some of these metrics in a timing simulator than a functional simulator that has
no notion of time built-in.

A timing simulator can be simple wherein the amount of time it takes for an instruction to execute
is only determined by the time required for the operands to become available, irrespective of the
instruction itself. Moola follows this approach and places more emphasis on the impact of the cache
subsystem on performance while disregarding the impact of the microarchitecture. Although Moola
may be faster than cycle-level simulators, it can be less accurate because the microarchitecture
a�ects the order and the number of cache accesses. Simulation accuracy is discussed in more detail
in Section 4.

We use the term “cycle-level" in preference to the more popular term “cycle-accurate" because it
emphasizes that simulation is performed at the cycle granularity without specifying any guarantees
about accuracy. That said, companies that design commercial architectures such as ARM do have
internal cycle-accurate simulators and are needed to validate hardware designs before fabricating
them, and to accurately evaluate new ideas before using them in production systems [27]. Such
simulators require a lot more e�ort to develop and not available in academia because many details
of their designs are concealed.

2.2 Levels of Simulation
The level of simulation (Application or Full System) refers to whether the simulator runs one or
more applications or one or more operating systems. In the former case, the simulator will only be
capable of simulating the user-level execution of the applications because it is not aware of the
instructions being executed on a system call including privileged instructions. Such simulators
are less complex and faster and convenient for applications that spend most of their time in user
mode such as the SPEC CPU benchmark suite [34]. A simulator that can run one or more operating

4We consider functional emulation di�erent from functional simulation. Functional emulators do not model internal details
of the architecture and are used to enable compatibility. Although a functional simulator may employ emulation to run the
target Application Binary Interface (ABI) on the host ABI.
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systems is called a full-system simulator and can be used to capture all instructions that will be
executed, potentially resulting in a more accurate simulation [24]. Sniper and SimpleScalar are
popular application-level simulators. gem5, Tejas, Manifold, and COTson support both simulation
levels.

The authors of McSimA+ describe it as a simulator that is in between a full-system simulator and
an application-level simulator. That is because when a program is loaded, the simulator redirects all
standard pthreads library calls to a special pthreads library that creates virtual threads and schedules
their execution. This enables the user of the simulator to easily devise a custom thread scheduler
without needing to modify operating systems to run on a full-system simulator. That is indeed a
convenient feature in McSimA+ because its purpose is to simulate emerging, potentially asymmetric,
manycore computer systems for which operating systems may not be available or easily obtainable.
However, for the purpose of this survey, we consider McSimA+ as an application-level simulator
because it does not support simulating system calls and privileged instructions.

2.3 Modes of Simulators
The mode of simulation de�nes how the simulator works. We de�ne three modes of simulation:

• Execution-driven: the simulator runs the input program to be simulated natively on the host
platform. There are three immediate consequences to this approach. First, the Application
Binary Interface (ABI) of the input program has to be compatible with the host platform.
Second, the performance overhead of running the input program itself is minimized. Third,
system calls are executed natively and kernel-mode instructions typically do not impact
the architectural state of the simulator. This is the case in all execution-driven simulators
considered in this survey.

• Emulation-driven: the simulator creates a virtual platform on which the input program
is run. This enables the simulator to simulate programs written in ABIs that may or may
not be compatible with the host platform, but at the cost of higher overhead of executing
the program. An emulation-driven simulator emulates system calls rather than executing
them natively, but the impact of system calls depends on the level of simulation. Multi2Sim
supports only the App level. gem5 supports both options; in SE mode, system calls are
emulated and do not impact the architectural state, while in FS mode, system calls and
kernel-mode instructions impact the the architectural state of the simulator.

An emulation-driven simulator does not only emulate the instructions of the target
executables, but also process creation and termination. Therefore, the �rst instruction that
will be simulated is the �rst instruction in the entry point of the main executable of the
program being simulated and the last instruction is the last instruction in the program. On
the other hand, an execution-driven simulator relies on the OS to create, initialize, and
terminate the process in which the target program will run. The simulator may simulate
instructions that are not exactly part of the program, but belong to process initialization or
termination. This behavior might be desirable, might perturb the measurements, or might
not make any signi�cant di�erence, depending on what is being measured and for what
purpose.

• Trace-driven: the simulator takes as input a trace �le generated from an execution or
emulation of a program. Trace-driven simulation completely eliminates the overhead of
executing the input program. However, emitting, maintaining, and consuming large trace
�les introduces additional overhead. A trace �le may either contain dynamic instructions
or descriptions of memory access streams, depending on the purpose of the simulator.
Trace-driven simulators tend to be simpler in design and implementation. In addition,
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they enable us to simulate programs on incompatible systems since trace �le formats are
typically independent of the platform the program was run on. Once a trace �le is gener-
ated by running a program, simulation can be performed many times targeting di�erent
con�gurations without having to run the program again. Both full-system simulators and
application-level simulators can generate instruction or memory traces that can be fed
to a trace-driven simulator. The level of simulation can have a substantial impact on the
traces generated [60]. Trace-driven simulators are more deterministic compared to other
simulators, which makes them in some cases more accurate for performance evaluation
without having to use statistical methods [6, 46]. Such determinism only enhances accuracy
in situations where the non-deterministic e�ects, such as those stemming from inter-thread
interactions, are not of interest. To our knowledge, no techniques have been developed that
would enable a trace-driven simulator to "revive" non-deterministic e�ects. Typically, traces
do not contain instructions or memory accesses resulting from speculative execution 5, but
existing trace-driven simulators can be enhanced to support speculation [56]. A speculative
processor can execute instructions speculatively with non-deterministic e�ects.

It is possible to modify an execution-driven simulator to emulate some instructions, resulting
in a hybrid mode of simulation. For example, consider a situation where the Sniper simulator is
used to simulate an application that uses an instruction that is not supported on the host processor
(either because the instruction is newly proposed or it is supported on other processors that cannot
be easily obtained). Sniper uses the Intel Pin dynamic binary instrumentation framework [51] to
determine the instructions to be simulated. In this case, the application can still be simulated using
an execution-driven simulator like Sniper by intercepting that instruction at the time it is about to
be executed, simulating its behavior in software, and skipping its execution on the native hardware.
This is a form of emulation-driven simulation because the instruction is not natively executed.

Some simulators support multiple modes of simulation. Typically, full-system simulators use
emulation while application-level simulators use native execution. Memory trace-driven simulators
can be either full-system or application-level simulators, depending mostly on the contents of the
trace �les and how they were generated. Therefore, the level of simulation is not applicable to such
simulators.

pycachesim is a unique simulator and does not use any of these modes of simulation. In py-
cachesim, both the con�guration of the cache subsystem and the memory accesses to be simulated
are speci�ed in a Python script. By executing the script, memory accesses are simulated, but there
is no easy way to use such a simulator to simulate precompiled executable binaries. It is mostly
useful for educational purposes.

2.4 Other A�ributes
Simulators can be classi�ed according to what is being simulated. They can be purely cache
simulators, single-core system simulators, system-on-chip simulators, cluster simulators, and so
on. However, in this survey, we are only concerned with cache simulation and so we de�ne only
two scopes: pure cache simulators and simulators that can do more than cache simulation. Pure
cache simulators are simpler but may be less accurate for measuring certain metrics. However,
pure cache simulators are smaller in size in terms of total lines of code, and therefore, they may
have less bugs overall. Sniper is the only simulator that can run either as a pure cache simulator or

5Non-determinism is di�erent from speculation. In the former, the operations to be performed and the possible values that
can be observed are known, but the order in which they are performed is not known until they are (mostly) executed or
accessed. In the latter, the operations to be performed or the values to be accessed are not known yet and hence, they are
predicted.
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as a multicore system simulator. In cache-only mode, each core executes each instruction in a �xed
amount of time except when it accesses memory, in which case memory latencies are considered.

Two development-related attributes are considered: “last updated" and “open source". The “last
updated" attribute speci�es the year during which the simulator was last maintained. Some relatively
old simulators, such as gem5 and Multi2Sim, are still being maintained and improved. While other
simulators, such as Dinero IV and SMPCache, have been developed a long time ago and are no
longer maintained. The reason that these simulators are mentioned in this survey is that they were
extensively used in the late 1990s and early 2000s. In addition, we would like to show throughout
this survey how cache simulators have evolved over time and coped with the increasing complexity
of the cache subsystem.

The other attribute, “open source", speci�es whether the source code of the simulator is available
for download and how. Most simulators are open source (with potentially di�erent licenses) where
the source is directly available. Moola, Sniper, and Zesto can be obtained by sending a request to
the authors or �lling an application. Some simulators are not available and have been considered
in this survey for completeness because they have been used in many research papers. However,
it is generally recommended that open source simulators be used [61]. This enables the readers
and reviewers to examine and independently verify the suitability of a particular version of the
simulator used to evaluate a proposed technique and also to reproduce the results, thereby enabling
further research.

Another important design aspect of simulators is the programming languages used for imple-
mentation (not shown in Table 1 due to limited space). Familiarity with the programming language
enables the user to make changes more easily. Most simulators are implemented in C or C++. Some
parts of gem5 and pycachesim are implemented in Python. Most of Tejas is implemented in Java.

2.5 Target Platforms
One important feature of a cache simulator is the platforms that can be simulated (referred to
as the target platforms). When choosing a cache simulator, those that do not support the target
platform can be immediately ruled out. We have omitted supported target platforms from Table 1
to keep it simple. Some simulators support a large number of platforms, but most of them support
input programs that target x86/Linux. The concept of target platforms does not apply to memory
trace-driven simulators.

Although the documentations of the respective simulators state that x86/Linux is supported,
x86 is actually a family of instruction sets that gets expanded with more instructions and features
when new processors are released. We found that most simulators do not quickly cope with new
additions to x86 and poorly document the details of their support. Researchers usually refrain from
using new extensions to x86 when compiling benchmarks to avoid this issue. However, we believe
neglecting new additions to x86 and other ISAs may reduce the quality, impact, or contributions of
the research work. This is one of the major issues in most or all academic cache simulators that are
currently available. We highlight other major issues throughout the paper.

2.6 Summary
The categorization based on the levels of simulation discussed in Section 2.2 is consistent with [5]
(where it is called the scope of the target). However, the type-based and mode-based categorization
we have proposed here are di�erent from [5]. First, we consider all timing simulators to be functional
simulators as well. On the other hand, this is not necessary according to [5], although no example
of a timing simulator that is not functional was given. Second, we place the execution-driven
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and emulation-driven simulation techniques in separate categories because they technically work
di�erently and have di�erent pros and cons as discussed in Section 2.3.

Cachegrind

CMP$im

MultiCacheSim

DineroIV

CASPER
vCSIMx86
SMPCache

drcachesim

pycachesim

Sniper

Tejas

ZSim

GraphiteHORNET

McSimA+
XIOSim

Zesto
gem5

MARSSx86
Multi2Sim

SimpleScalar

ESESC

SlackSim

Manifold

COTSon

SiNUCA MacSim

Moola

fixed number of processors

fixed number of cache levels

emulation-driven

execution-driven

memory trace-driven

cache simulation only

functional simulation only

capable of full-system simulation

Fig. 1. The placement of the surveyed simulators in the cache simulator design space.

Figure 1 presents a high-level pictorial depiction of the cache simulator architecture design space.
Di�erent simulators have di�erent attributes – a simulator designer or user may use this diagram
to navigate the design space, and focus on those simulators that have the attributes that would best
serve them in their current endeavour.

3 ASPECTS OF CACHE SIMULATION
Various aspects of a cache’s functionality could be modeled in a simulator. The cache model adopted
by the simulator depends upon the usage envisioned for it. The model may not incorporate all the
aspects, as they may not be required for the study the researcher wishes to perform. Reducing
or approximating certain aspects has many bene�ts – faster simulation time, lesser chances of
bugs, and faster development time. In this section, we will discuss the di�erent aspects of a cache
model, what kind of studies are enabled by these aspects, what it costs to include them in the model,
and how certain popular cache simulators implement these aspects. A summarized comparison of
di�erent simulators in terms of their con�gurability is given in Table 2.

A substantial number of cache architecture variations have been proposed over the past few
decades [2, 68, 71, 75]. However, many of these proposals have not been used in production
processors. In this survey, we focus on cache architectures and techniques that have been used in
production processors and discuss to what degree the selected cache simulators support them.

3.1 Stand-Alone Caches
3.1.1 A Minimal Model. We �rst discuss the modeling of a stand-alone cache. Every practical

cache simulator allows the speci�cation of the size of the cache, the line size, and the associativity.
Another important aspect is the line replacement policy, that is, the policy followed to select the line
to be removed from the set to make place for a new line. Some of the common policies described in
the literature include the Least Recently Used (LRU), First In First Out (FIFO), and Random policies.
Many simulators, such as Gem5 and Sniper, allow choosing the replacement policy to be used.
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Other simulators, such as Tejas, have the policy �xed (LRU, in this case). However, extending these
simulators to support other policies is not a laborious task.

The four aspects of cache size, line size, associativity, and replacement policy are minimally
su�cient to calculate the hit and miss rates experienced by the cache. Thus, if the researcher is
interested in merely these metrics, then this simple cache model is su�cient. Such a model is
adopted by simulators such as DineroIV. The simplicity of these models generally results in higher
simulation speeds.

3.1.2 Considering Cache Access Latency. The researcher may not be interested in just hit and miss
numbers, but also in the latencies of accesses. Two additional aspects are required to incorporate
latencies in a cache simulator:

Firstly, when dealing with simply hits and misses, the trace, or an ordered list of addresses to
be accessed, forms the input. When latencies need to be modeled, the times at which the access
requests are made are also required. This timing information is typically provided by a co-running
simulator of the processor core pipeline, that models instruction-level dependencies and the related
timing. Such an approach is used by all whole processor simulators (i.e., those simulators that
simulate more than the cache hierarchy).

Secondly, the access latency, or the time taken to search for a line in the cache (the time taken
for read and write requests may be mentioned separately), needs to be speci�ed. All cache timing
simulators, by de�nition, allow the speci�cation of the access latency in the con�guration �le.

Knowledge of the request arrival time, the time taken to search for a line in the cache and
satisfy the request, and the basic four aspects discussed earlier, form the basis of a basic cache
timing simulator. The four aspects help decide whether the request resulted in a hit or a miss. The
latency model then determines how much time needs to elapse before the request can be serviced.
Therefore, the simulator can now provide the clock cycle when a given request will be serviced.
This model is still quite simplistic. Many other facets may be added to the model, to make it more
accurate and representative of real hardware. These will be elucidated in the next section.

3.1.3 Improving the Latency Model: Parallelism in Cache Access. A cache is a hardware structure
that has fundamental limits on how many requests it can accept, and how many it can begin
servicing at any given point in time. The limitations have an e�ect on the time that the request has
to wait before the cache begins servicing it, and on the time the cache takes to service the request.
This limitation is typically a function of the cache’s current state.

Accesses to a cache are made through ports. A port may accept one request every cycle, and
can be read or write speci�c, or can support both read and write requests. The number of ports
that the cache has determines how many requests it can accept each cycle. Modeling ports requires
modeling queues of waiting requests and arbitrating between simultaneous requests to the cache.
Some simulators choose to do away with these complications and opt for an in�nite number of
ports at each structure. Other simulators allow con�guring the number of ports.

Let the cache look-up time beTlookup . Let the minimum time that has to elapse after one request
has begun being serviced, before a second request can begin being serviced be Tr equest . At one
extreme, a cache may be modeled so as to not begin processing a subsequent request until the current
request has been ful�lled, that is,Tr equest = Tlookup . An alternative, more realistic, model allows the
cache to begin processing successive requests even while the current one has not completed, that
is, Tr equest < Tlookup . The latter model is termed “lock-up free”, and o�ers pipelined parallelism
in cache access. Most simulators support only a simplistic lock-up free model where Tr equest = 1
cycle. Moola and MARSSx86 support only the lock-up model.
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The blocks in a cache may be organized into banks, typically done if the cache size is large. Banks
may be accessed in parallel, independent of the others. Cache banks, thus, bring out another level
of parallelism in cache access. Although modern processors have banked caches, support for this
in academic simulators is limited.

3.2 The Cache Hierarchy
3.2.1 Organizations. Each processor core typically has multiple levels of caches between itself

and the main memory. When a cache is requested for a line it does not hold, it requests for it from
its lower level cache (that is closer to the main memory). A cache at a higher level, that is one that
is closer to the cores, is typically private to a core (though this is not a necessity). Lower caches are
typically shared among two or more cores, with the last-level cache (LLC) typically shared between
all the cores (these again are not necessities). The resultant cache hierarchy resembles an inverted
tree structure.

Some simulators support a con�gurable cache hierarchy. Others support a �xed hierarchy of
private L1 instruction and data caches, and an L2 cache shared among all the cores. This used
to be the most prevalent hierarchy more than a decade ago, and is still common for low-power
processors. Modern high-performance processors however, have three to four levels of caches, with
caches that are shared by some subset of the cores.

3.2.2 Write Policies. The write policy adopted by the caches forms a factor in determining the
tra�c (requests / responses) between the di�erent cache levels, and the contents of the caches
themselves. A write to a cache line can be immediately communicated to the next level of the
memory hierarchy, or can be communicated when the line is evicted from the cache. The former is
termed the “Write-Through” policy, and the latter is termed the “Write-Back” policy. Additionally,
when a write is to be performed to a line not present in the cache, the line may be brought to the
cache and written to, or the write can simply be communicated to the next level of the memory
hierarchy. The former is termed the “Write Allocate” policy, while the latter is termed the “No Write
Allocate” policy. Most simulators allow the user to choose between Write-Back and Write-Through.
However, they may restrict the choice when it comes to allocation policy.

3.2.3 Cache Coherence Protocols and Cache Inclusiveness. Di�erent private caches, belonging to
the same cache level, may hold the same cache line. A coherence mechanism is required to ensure
that all such lines contain the same content. A wide range of cache coherence protocols exist. The
two major dimensions along which coherence protocols can be categorized are snoopy vs. directory
and update vs. invalidate.

The model followed by Sniper has all private caches within a tile synchronize through a snoopy
protocol, while inter-tile synchronization is through a directory protocol. Reducing the number
of cores per tile to one can achieve a complete directory-based protocol. Sniper o�ers a range of
protocol options such as MSI, MESI, and MESIF.

gem5 includes two cache subsystem models: the Classic model and the Ruby model. The Classic
model only supports a simpli�ed implementation of the MOESI snooping protocol. On the other
hand, Ruby is a detailed, modular, and highly con�gurable cache subsystem model. It supports,
among many other things, numerous coherence protocols.

Other simulators o�er limited options. Cache coherence protocols might be conceptually simple,
but implementing a new cache coherence protocol in a simulator requires a signi�cant amount of
e�ort in development and testing. gem5, however, particularly excels in this aspect since Ruby’s
coherence protocols can be de�ned using a domain speci�c language called Speci�cation Language
for Implementing Cache Coherence (SLICC). SLICC has no parallel in any other simulator.
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Cache inclusiveness is intertwined with coherence, and therefore we discuss it in this subsection
too. If the contents of a cache are a strict subset of the contents of its immediate lower level cache,
then it is termed an “inclusive” cache hierarchy. At the other extreme, if the contents of a cache are
strictly not present in its lower level cache, it is termed an “exclusive" cache hierarchy. A hierarchy
can also be neither inclusive nor exclusive as well, with partial overlaps allowed between successive
cache levels. Most simulators follow the inclusive model. Exceptions like gem5 however, allow
con�guring exclusive caches as well.

3.3 The Relationship with the Interconnect
3.3.1 Accessing Shared Caches. The paths between the cores and the private cache levels have

deterministic, constant delays. Consequently, typical simulator models subsume this delay within
the cache’s access time. However, interactions with the shared caches and the main memory involve
an interconnect shared with other on-chip elements. A simulator, in the interest of simplicity, may
choose to model these interactions with a constant (possibly zero) delay. Cache-only simulators like
drcachesim do not contain models of the interconnect. Many of the architectural simulators allow
detailed speci�cation of the interconnect in terms of bus width, router/arbiter delays and arbitration
policies. A strong interconnect model is required to achieve good cache simulator accuracy, when
dealing with the more prevalent modern usage scenarios of multi-core, multi-threaded benchmarks,
and non-uniform cache architectures.

3.3.2 Non-Uniform Cache Architectures. A single logical cache may be physically decomposed
into disjoint components on the chip. This is typically done for the large LLC, in the interest of
reducing both access latency and power consumption. If it is decomposed, then accesses to di�erent
addresses by the same processor core incur di�erent latencies. This is termed a “non-uniform” cache.
If the cache is physically maintained as a single large component, then it is termed a “uniform”
cache, as all accesses, regardless of the address, incur the same latency.

Moola, Sniper, Tejas, ZSim, Graphite, SiNUCA, and McSimA+ support static NUCA. Tejas and
ZSim support dynamic NUCA as well. The rest support only uniform caches.

3.4 Cache Addressing Techniques
When a memory access is issued to a cache, four pieces of information are required: an index that
speci�es the row or the set in which the required cache line to be searched for may reside, a tag that
identi�es a line within a set, an o�set into the line, and the number of bytes to access (which usually
should not cross a cache line boundary). Typically, the �rst three pieces of information are speci�ed
by a memory address and the size is speci�ed separately by the instruction that issued the memory
access. Many architectures support virtual addressing in which the instructions being executed use
virtual addresses that need to be translated to physical addresses to access main memory. To get
the three pieces of information (index, set, o�set), either physical addresses, virtual addresses, or a
combination of both can be used. This results in four main cache addressing techniques: physically
indexed and tagged (PIPT), virtually indexed and tagged (VIVT), virtually indexed and physically
tagged (VIPT), and physically indexed and virtually tagged (PIVT).

Trace-driven simulators inherently support both VIVT and PIPT caches. If the input trace
contains virtual addresses, then the simulated caches are VIVT. If the input trace contains physical
addresses, the simulated caches are PIPT. For a trace-driven simulator to support other addressing
schemes, it has to accept traces that contain both virtual and physical addresses. None of the
existing trace-driven simulators support a mixed addressing scheme. Cachegrind, CMP$im, Tejas,
ZSim, MultiCacheSim, SimpleScalar, Graphite, HORNET, SlackSim, pycachesim, and McSimA+
support only VIVT caches. gem5, Multi2Sim, Manifold, MacSim, and COTSon support only PIPT
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caches. MARSSx86 and ESESC support only VIPT caches. Sniper, XIOSim, and Zesto support VIVT
and PIPT caches.

In some processors, di�erent caches use di�erent addressing techniques [37]. Some Intel Pentium
4 processors use both physical tags and a subset of virtual tags called virtual hints or vhints. The
vhints are used to select one of the cache ways and then the physical tags are compared. Even before
the tag comparison completes, the cache controller could provide the cache line to the processor
and allow it to speculatively continue execution. All simulators considered in this survey do not
support such techniques.

Modern Intel processors implement an addressing scheme known as “complex addressing” for
the L3 cache. In that scheme, the L3 cache is divided into multiple slices, there being at least as many
slices as cores. A given address is used to compute a hash value that determines the slice where the
corresponding cache line can be found. The purpose of complex addressing is to improve e�ective
L3 bandwidth and make some cache attacks more di�cult [53]. None of the cache simulators
considered in this paper have built-in support for complex addressing.

3.5 Translation Lookaside Bu�ers
A translation lookaside bu�er (TLB) is a special cache used to reduce the latency of mapping
virtual addresses to physical addresses. Each entry in the TLB holds a virtual address of a page
and the corresponding page table entry that contains the physical address of the page. The exact
organization and functionality of a TLB depends on the instruction set architecture being simulated
and the addressing techniques used for the various caches in the cache hierarchy. The organization
of a TLB is similar to traditional caches in that TLBs can be associative, can be split or uni�ed, can
have multiple levels, and can include advanced techniques such as prefetching and victim caches.

Some simulators support only a �xed TLB organization. If a di�erent organization is required,
non-trivial or signi�cant source code changes have to be performed. All simulators that support
TLBs provide some statistical metrics describing the behavior of TLBs but may or may not consider
the resulting impact on latency. gem5 and MARSSx86 support a �xed TLB organization and consider
its latency. drcachesim supports con�gurable TLBs but provides only statistical metrics. Sniper,
Tejas, Multi2Sim, SimpleScalar, ESESC, Graphite, SlackSim, Manifold, COTson, McSimA+, XIOSim,
Zesto, and MacSim all support con�gurable TLBs and consider latency. There are two latencies:
one for a TLB hit and another for a TLB miss. The hit latency can be accurately modelled as a
�xed quantity. However, the miss latency depends on whether the miss is handled by the OS or
automatically by the hardware and how it is handled in either way. A miss is typically handled by
performing an operation called a page walk that involves navigating a hierarchy of data structures.
Di�erent misses can have very di�erent latencies. Only gem5, ESESC, MARSSx86, XIOSim, Zesto,
and MacSim perform a page walk and measure the corresponding latency. The other simulators
consider the miss latency as a �xed quantity. Another source of inaccuracy in simulation is in how
the simulator handles accesses that cross page boundaries. Some simulators such as Zesto issue
a single TLB lookup for such accesses. However, such accesses are rare because compilers and
memory allocators, by default, properly align allocated objects.

A very subtle impact that TLBs have on the traditional caches is related to what happens when
a TLB miss occurs. If the memory holding the page tables is uncacheable, the TLB will have to
directly access them from main memory and the impact would be almost nonexistent. This is the
approach followed by all simulators. On the other hand, if the page tables are cacheable, they may
exist in one or more levels of the cache subsystem. Therefore, a TLB miss will cause one or more
cache accesses.
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A typical TLB hierarchy consists of a data-TLB, an instruction-TLB, and a second-level TLB
that is uni�ed, split, or supports only data accesses. Split �rst-level TLBs are supported by all of
the simulators. The following simulators support a second-level TLB: Sniper, ESESC, Manifold,
XIOSim, and Zesto. Memory management units that are more complicated than that (such as the
ones used in modern Intel microarchitectures and the three-level ITLB hierarchy used in the AMD
Zen microarchitecture) are not supported by any of the simulators. This is a major shortcoming in
all of the 28 simulators.

TLBSim [29] is a high-performance, functional simulator that is dedicated for simulating TLB
hierarchies, which is why we have decided to not include it in Table 1. The simulator is available
as open-source and currently only supports the RISC-V ISA. Some of the noteworthy features of
TLBSim include support for shared TLBs and in�nite-sized TLBs. The accuracy of TLBSim was not
studied.

3.6 Cache Controllers
The controller of a cache is responsible for directing the banks of the cache, and the tag comparison
units, as well as communicating with the other components of the processor. This can include the
pipeline if it is a �rst level cache, a possible array of upper level caches, a lower level cache that is
potentially divided into di�erent slices (NUCA organization), directories providing coherence, and
the on-chip main memory controllers. The controller may choose to prioritize between requests
(like that done by main memory controllers). The controller may also adopt non-trivial tag matching
and data organization schemes, such as those introduced by Panwar et al. [63].

Thus, research in this area requires that the cache controller be modeled as a separate entity,
with con�gurable latency and energy parameters. Most simulators do not provide this �exibility,
modeling the latency and energy of the cache as a single monolith. gem5, Sniper, MARSSx86 and
Multi2Sim allow the individual speci�cation of the latency of the cache controller, but not the
energy.

3.7 Cache Enhancements
3.7.1 Victim Caches. A cache can be accompanied by a special cache called a victim cache. A

victim cache is a small fully associative cache, that holds lines that are evicted from the main cache.
When a line is requested from the cache, it is simultaneously searched for in both the main and the
victim caches. If the line was recently evicted from the main cache, there is a good chance it will be
found in the victim cache, thereby improving the hit rate.

O�-the-shelf, only pycachesim provides support for a victim cache. However, support can be
added in most other simulators with reasonable e�ort.

3.7.2 Write Bu�ers. Like the victim cache, data and uni�ed caches may be associated with a
write bu�er (also called a writeback bu�er). Whenever a line needs to be written to the next level
of the cache hierarchy, it is written into the write bu�er. The write is considered complete, and
the cache can proceed to the next request. When the bus to the next level is available, the write is
performed. Lines enter and leave the write bu�er in a �rst-in �rst-out order. If the write-bu�er
�lls up, the cache stalls. If while in the write bu�er, another write request arrives for the same line,
then the two writes may be combined (or coalesced) into one, thereby saving bandwidth usage of
the bus to the next level.

Two aspects exist regarding the modeling of write bu�ers – whether the bu�er is �nite sized
or in�nite, and whether write combining is supported. Maintaining the waiting writes at a cache
as events in the simulator is akin to an in�nite bu�er. This approach simpli�es modeling, and is
adopted by DineroIV, HORNET and COTSon. On the other hand, gem5, Sniper, Tejas, MARSSx86,
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pycachesim, SiNUCA, XIOSim, Zesto, and MacSim model �nite sized bu�ers. DineroIV, gem5,
MARSSx86, vCSIMx86, and SiNUCA do not support write combining, while Sniper, Tejas, Multi2Sim,
pycachesim, XIOSim, and Zesto do.

3.7.3 Prefetch Units. A cache may have functionality that predicts further requests, and fetches
the relevant lines before they are requested. Thus, when the request actually arrives, it enjoys a
hit in the cache. Many simulators including DineroIV, CASPER, Moola, gem5, Sniper, MARSSx86,
ESESC, Graphite, Manifold, vCSIMx86, SiNUCA, COTSon, McSimA+, XIOSim, Zesto, and MacSim
provide support for prefetching. Evaluating custom prefetchers may be relatively easier on such
simulators.

3.8 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
With power among the primary concerns in processor design, a lot of e�ort is going into researching
ways to reduce the power consumption. Most schemes involve scaling down the operating voltage
and frequency of units, when it is known that the consequent performance loss will be negligible,
or will be within acceptable limits. To aid such research, simulators should provide support for
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). This involves maintaining separate clock domains,
and capturing the interactions between them, in a temporal sense, accurately. While gem5, Sniper,
ESESC, Graphite, Manifold, XIOSim, and MacSim provide support for DVFS, the majority of the
simulators do not.

3.9 Pipeline Models
The pipeline determines the rates at which accesses are made to the cache hierarchy. Multiple
pipeline models are possible. At one extreme, we can have a continuous stream of memory requests,
with no regard to whether or not the previous requests have completed. This approach is followed by
simulators like Cachegrind, DineroIV, CASPER, CMP$im, MultiCacheSim, drcachesim, vCSIMx86,
pycachesim, and SMPCache, where only the hit and miss rates are of interest, and not the latencies.
It is also supported by HORNET and Manifold. Another extreme can be to issue a request only
after the previous one has �nished. This can capture the latency of each request, but as far as the
overall execution time of the benchmark is concerned, it provides an over-estimation in general.
Also, this model does not have requests interfering with each other in the cache subsystem. But in
real systems, interference is prevalent. This brings us to the next model – approximate pipelines.
An approximate pipeline assumes that a non-memory instruction commits every n cycles, and
models the timing of memory instructions by issuing requests to the memory system. Moola,
Sniper, HORNET, and Manifold support approximate pipelines. A more realistic model is that of the
in-order pipeline, which is commonly found in many embedded processors. In these, simultaneous
accesses to the i-cache and the d-cache exist, and these may a�ect each other in the lower levels
of the hierarchy in terms of evicting each other’s lines, competing for ports, competing for the
memory bus, and so on. Modeling an in-order pipeline is signi�cantly more involved than the
earlier two models, requiring an observance of data dependencies between instructions, availability
of functional units, and many other details. A fourth model is that of the out-of-order pipeline,
found in most modern general purpose and server class processors. Here, instructions may be
executed out-of-order. Loads may be serviced in the pipeline itself through load-store queues in
the pipeline. Memory requests may be issued out-of-order to the cache subsystem. All these have
a signi�cant impact on how the cache subsystem operates, and consequently its performance. It
is therefore necessary to model the pipeline – the feeder to the cache subsystem – accurately, to
study and compare di�erent cache subsystems. The following simulators provide both in-order
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and out-of-order pipelines: gem5, Sniper, Tejas, ZSim, MARSSx86, Multi2Sim, SimpleScalar, ESESC,
Graphite, SlackSim, Manifold, SiNUCA, COTSon, McSimA+, XIOSim, Zesto, and MacSim.

Another aspect of the pipeline that is of concern to the design and analysis of the cache sub-
system is that of speculative execution. Speculation is done in the interest of performance, and a
pipeline typically employs various speculation techniques – branch prediction, load value prediction,
memory access address prediction, among others. If the speculation is incorrect, the instructions
executed as a result of this speculation make no functional contribution towards the workload’s
execution. They may, however, contribute towards the degradation of the performance of the
processor, including its memory sub-system. Speculative instructions can include memory accesses.
Even though the misspeculated accesses are functionally useless, they a�ect the execution of other
memory accesses by contending for space in the cache, contending for cache ports and for other
resources like networks-on-chip and main memory controllers. Thus, modeling speculation is an
important facet of a cache simulator. Simulators like Gem5, Sniper, ZSim, MARSSx86, Multi2Sim,
SimpleScalar, ESESC, Graphite, SlackSim, Manifold, COTSon, XIOSim and Zesto have provisions
for speculative instructions in their pipeline models.

3.10 Multithreading and Thread Scheduling
Many benchmarks and production applications are multithreaded and it is important for a simulator
to support multithreaded workloads. Dinero IV, SimpleScalar, SlackSim, pycachesim, and Zesto can
simulate only single-threaded workloads.

An important aspect of simulating multiple threads is how the threads are scheduled. In full-
system simulation mode, the threads are scheduled by the OS running on the simulator. This enables
capturing real thread schedules. In user-level simulation mode, a simulator can either capture (or
sample) the thread scheduling of the underlying OS or employ its own thread scheduling algorithms.
Many simulators employ a �xed scheduling algorithm that may not be representative of how the
threads would actually be scheduled. This can make the measurement of many output metrics,
including hit and miss counts, highly inaccurate. Trace-driven simulators may use a thread schedule
that is given as input as part of the input pro�le. Such simulators include CASPER and vCSIMx86.
Execution-driven simulators need to be able to capture how threads are scheduled. Only COTson
has this feature.

The schedule of threads on cores is a dominant factor in deciding the performance, power and
temperature of a multicore processor. This area of research has been highly active over the last
decade, and will continue to be so with the increasing number of cores on chip. Hardware schedulers
are also widely proposed. Consequently, simulators must provide robust support for modeling
schedulers, both software and hardware. Sniper gives the user a �exible interface to specify the
scheduler algorithm, and the times at which the scheduler is invoked.

3.11 Multiprogrammed Workloads
In many operating systems, a thread exists within the context of a process. A process provides a
linear address space from which memory can be allocated and used by the threads of that process.
In the previous section, the discussion assumed that all the threads being simulated belong to the
same process. For a simulator to simulate threads from multiple processes, it has to be able to handle
multiple address spaces. Simulating TLBs and multiple processes are two di�erent features. Some
simulators support only one of them while others support neither or both. Trace-driven simulators
inherently support simulating multiple processes by providing them with physical addresses rather
than virtual addresses. Any of the full-system simulators that perform a page walk inherently
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support simulating multiple processes as well. In general, there are three techniques that can be
used to support simulating multiple processes:

(1) Capturing the physical addresses that are mapped to the allocated portions of the virtual
address space during execution.

(2) Assigning a unique identi�er to each process and use it to di�erentiate between virtual
addresses in di�erent processes.

(3) Creating mapping from virtual to physical addresses during simulation. This mapping is
likely to be di�erent from the actual mapping used during execution.

CMP$im, Sniper, and Tejas use the second technique. The trace-driven mode of gem5 and Sniper
use the third technique. Multi2Sim, XIOSim, Zesto, and MacSim use the third technique as well.
drcachesim uses the �rst technique.

From an accuracy perspective, the way virtual addresses are mapped to physical addresses matter
irrespective of whether multiple processes are being simulated. While this may or may not impact
hit counts and other metrics, it can impact e�ective latency and bandwidth depending on which
banks or slices of each cache level are being accessed concurrently.

Table 2. Comparison of the Configurability of Cache simulators.

Simulator Con�guration Parameters
NL TS A LS NP SU PS UN CO AL RP WP BK PO BW BB BA FE IE LF

Cachegrind F Y Y Y F F F F * * F F F * * * * F F *
DineroIV Y Y Y Y F Y F F * * Y Y F * * * * Y F *
CASPER Y Y Y Y Y Y NP F Y Y Y F F F * * * Y F ?
CMP$im Y Y Y Y Y Y Y ? ? ? Y Y Y Y ? ? ? ? Y ?
Moola Y Y Y Y Y Y NP Y Y Y Y Y F F * * * Y F L
gem5 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y F Y Y Y Y F Y Y Y Y Y Y LF
Sniper Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y F Y Y Y Y Y F LF
Tejas Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y F Y F Y Y Y Y Y Y F F LF
ZSim Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y F Y Y Y Y F F F F F F LF
MultiCache F Y Y Y Y F NP F Y * F F F * * * * F F *
drcachesim F Y Y Y Y F NP F * * Y F F * * * * F F *
MARSSx86 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y F Y Y F Y F Y Y Y Y Y F L
Multi2Sim Y Y Y Y Y Y Y F F Y Y Y F Y Y Y Y F F LF
SimpleScalar Y Y Y Y F Y F F * Y Y F F F * * * F F LF
ESESC Y Y Y Y Y Y NP F Y Y Y F Y Y * * * Y F LF
Graphite F Y Y Y Y F NP Y Y Y Y Y Y F Y Y Y Y F ?
HORNET F Y Y Y Y F NP F Y Y Y F F Y Y Y Y F Y ?
SlackSim Y Y Y Y F Y F F * Y Y F F F * * * F F LF
Manifold F Y Y Y Y F NP F F Y F F F Y Y Y Y Y F LF
vCSIMx86 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y F F * Y Y F F * * * Y F *
pycachesim Y Y Y Y F F F F * * Y Y F F * * * F F LF
SMPCache Y Y Y Y Y F F F Y * Y Y F F Y * Y F F ?
SiNUCA Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y F Y F Y Y Y Y F LF
COTSon Y Y Y Y Y Y Y F Y Y Y Y F F Y Y Y Y F LF
McSimA+ Y Y Y Y Y Y NP Y Y Y F F Y F Y Y Y Y F LF
XIOSim Y Y Y Y Y Y Y F * Y Y Y Y F Y Y * Y F LF
Zesto Y Y Y Y Y Y Y F * Y Y Y Y F Y Y * Y F LF
MacSim Y Y Y Y Y F F Y F Y F F Y Y Y Y Y Y F Y
Note: NL = number of cache levels, TS = total cache size, A = associativity, LS = cache line size, NP = number of processor cores,
SU = split data/instruction caches v/s uni�ed caches, PS = private and shared caches, UN = uniform and non-uniform cache access,
CO = cache coherence, MT = memory technology, AL = access latency, RP = replacement policy, WP = write policy, BK = number of cache banks,
PO = number of ports, BW = bus width, BB = bus bandwidth, BA = bus arbitration, FE = fetch policy, IE = inclusive v/s exclusive caches,
LF = lock-up free, or non-blocking caches.
Y = con�gurable to some degree, F = �xed and simple, L = lock-up only, LF = lock-up free only, NP = private to one core or shared with all cores,
* = not simulated or considered, ? = unknown.

3.12 Capturing Operating System Behavior
Many real-world applications like web servers are operating-system intensive; a considerable
amount of the work they do is through requests made to the operating system. Therefore, while
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simulating such workloads, the memory requests made by the operating system code must also
be simulated. However, capturing the working of the operating system is more di�cult than
capturing user-level programs because of the various security restrictions involved. Execution-
driven simulators, employing emulators such as Intel Pin, cannot instrument the operating system.
Two alternatives exist to capture the execution of kernel-mode code:

(1) Modifying the operating system itself to provide the simulator with the necessary informa-
tion.

(2) Executing the application and the operating system using an emulator, and modifying the
emulator to provide the necessary information to the simulator.

Most simulators do not provide support for capturing operating system behavior, owing to the
considerable e�ort involved. The COTSon simulator works with modi�ed operating systems, that
is, the �rst of the above listed variants. The second variant is more popular, and is adopted by gem5,
Tejas, MARSSx86, and Manifold.

Even if a simulator was not designed to capture operating system behavior, it still needs to deal
with all the user-kernel transitions that may occur due to many di�erent reasons such as system
calls, returning from system calls, interrupts, and exceptions. The simulator should ideally capture
all such transitions and any state changes performed by the kernel, which can be challenging
[57, 78].

3.13 Cache Metrics
During simulation, a cache simulator keeps track of the number of times certain events have
occurred or the amount of time it took to perform a speci�c operation. Examples of such events
include an access to the cache or a cache miss. There are many metrics that are potentially useful to
users of cache simulators. At the very least, a cache simulator is expected to measure the number
of misses and the miss rate. In this section, we de�ne and categorize useful cache metrics and
discuss which simulators support which metrics. Those metrics that are semantically similar are
put together in the same category. All the metrics de�ned here are ISA-neutral, meaning that they
are relevant to any ISA. The categories are the following:

Hit and Miss Metrics (HIM): This category includes all metrics that count the number of hits
and/or misses. Consider the following attributes in order: Demand Read, Software Prefetch Read,
Hardware Prefetch Read, Write, Hit, and Miss. Each HIM metric can be represented as a bit vector
where each bit speci�es whether the corresponding attribute is accounted for by the metric. For
example, the metric with bit vector 100110 is the number of demand read and write accesses that hit
in the cache. As another example, the metric with bit vector 111101 is the miss count considering
all memory accesses. Note that some bit vectors are not valid because they do not make sense. For
example, 111100 and 000011 are invalid metrics. The �rst metric excludes accesses that miss or hit,
which implies that it does not count anything. The second metric excludes all access types.

So far, only counting metrics have been considered. But rate metrics are as important. A rate
is a ratio of two quantities. We de�ne a rate metric by specifying two bit vectors separated by an
underscore. For example, 010001_111101 is the rate of software prefetching misses to total misses.

Some architectures, such as x86, allow unaligned memory accesses and accesses that span
multiple cache lines. From a binary code perspective, a single access that spans, say, two cache
lines is still considered to be a single access. However, the hardware handles such accesses by
splitting them into two or more accesses, one to each cache line. A cache simulator should ideally
consider this issue to accurately measure HIM metrics. In addition, this issue impacts many other
metrics in other categories. Some cache simulators do not do split accesses appropriately and end
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up underestimating the number of misses or hits. However, since most compilers strive to make all
data structures aligned, the issue may not be signi�cant.

For example, consider an access to the memory location with address 62 of size 4 bytes and
assume that the size of a cache line is 64 bytes. Even though this appears to be a single memory
access, the processor will issue two memory accesses. Our de�nitions of the metrics indicate that
this access should be accounted for as two accesses. For example, if that was the only access, then a
measurement of the metric 1111110 reports the value 2 rather than 1. This also applies to all other
metrics de�ned later in this section.

Latency Metrics (LAT): The latency of a memory access is the amount of time for that access
to complete; the �rst word of the data to be transferred has reached its destination. The starting
point of the latency of an operation is dependent on the simulator. The latency metrics related to
determining whether an access is a hit or miss are included in the TAG category. Each metric in this
category has the following attributes: Demand Read, Software Prefetch Read, Hardware Prefetch
Read, Write, Hit, Miss, and Average/Minimum/Maximum. The �rst �ve attributes are the same
as those from the previous category. The last attribute, Average/Minimum/Maximum, speci�es
whether the metric represents the average, minimum, or maximum latency over all speci�ed
accesses. This attribute is needed since di�erent accesses might have di�erent latencies. Note that
we don’t distinguish metrics based solely on the unit of latency (clocks, nanoseconds, etc.).

Since the last attribute has three potential values, we use a vector of base-3 digits to name metrics
in this category. For example, 1000112 is the metric that represents the maximum latency for the
�rst word to reach over all demand read accesses. Note that the amount of time it takes for all
words to reach is dependent on the throughput, not just the latency. As another example, the metric
11111110 is the average latency for the �rst word to reach over all accesses. Note that not all vectors
are valid.

Cause and E�ect Metrics (CEF): These metrics count the number of hits or evictions consid-
ering both the reason that the cache line was fetched into the cache and the reason for the hit or
eviction. A cache line is evicted when there is a need to make space to store another cache line.
A large number of evictions typically indicates that there is little temporal locality of reference.
Each metric has the following attributes: Caused by Demand Read, Caused by Software Prefetch
Read, Caused by Hardware Prefetch Read, Caused by Write, Fetched by Demand Read, Fetched by
Software Prefetch Read, Fetched by Hardware Prefetch Read, Fetched by Write, Accessed, Never
Accessed, and Hit/Eviction. The Caused by attributes specify the the type of access that caused the
eviction and the Fetched by attributes specify the type of access that caused the cache line to be
fetched into the cache. The Accessed and Never Accessed attributes specify whether the line has
been accessed at least once after it has been fetched and before eviction or never accessed. The
last attribute speci�es the event that occurred. For example, the metric 10001111011 is the number
of evicted lines caused by all demand reads that were not accessed after the demand read and
the metric 11100110101 is the the number of evicted lines caused by all reads that were originally
fetched by prefetching and were accessed at least once. Two vectors can be used to form a rate
metric.

Tag Metrics (TAG): Metrics related to accessing and maintaining tags are included here. To our
knowledge, tags are only read to check whether a particular cache line exists or not. Therefore, we
do not de�ne a speci�c latency metric for reading from the tag array excluding the comparison. In
addition, we do not de�ne a separate latency metric for writing to the tag array. There is only a
single write latency that includes both writing the data of the cache line and its tag, which is part
of the LAT category. We de�ne three subcategories for tag metrics: Counts (C), Occupancy (O), and
Latency (L). The �rst has the following attributes: Demand Read, Software Prefetch Read, Hardware
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Prefetch Read, Write, TagRead, and TagWrite. This is used to count the number of tags read and/or
written due to the speci�ed memory accesses. The second subcategory has the following attributes:
Total/Set and Average/Minimum/Maximum. This is used to measure the occupancy per-set or
for the whole cache. We leave the de�nition of the average occupancy ambiguous: it is either
calculated over all di�erent occupancies or over occupancies sampled at some frequency. The third
subcategory includes only a single metric, namely the latency for the cache controller to determine
whether a cache line exists or not.

Lockup-Free Ports Metrics (LFP): A lockup-free port is a port that does not block when a
request misses in the cache and accepts further requests [45]. Many implementations have been
proposed for lookup-free caches and the metrics may depend on the implementation. We de�ne
three subcategories for LFP metrics: Latency (L), Hit and Miss Counts (H), and Block Counts (B).
The �rst has the following attributes: Demand Read, Software Prefetch Read, Hardware Prefetch
Read, Write, Hit and Combine, Miss and Add, Block, and Average/Minimum/Maximum/Total. The
�rst four attributes specify the type of access, as usual. The next three attributes specify how the
request was handled. If it was an MSHR hit, it is combined with an existing request. If it was an
MSHR miss and there is a free MSHR, it is added. Otherwise, the port blocks. The last attribute
speci�es the type of latency. The second subcategory has the following attributes: Demand Read,
Software Prefetch Read, Hardware Prefetch Read, Write, Hit, and Miss. These are to be interpreted
similarly to those from the HIM metrics but with respect to MSHRs. Two vectors can be used to
form a rate metric. The third subcategory has three metrics: the number of times the port was
blocked (T), the total number of cycles the port was blocked (C), and the average number of cycles
the port was blocked (A).

Coherence Metrics (COH): Coherence is the property that any memory location is observed
by all processors to the have the same content at any point in time and that every written value
is eventually observed unless overridden by a succeeding write. This requires writes to the same
data to be serialized. Two commonly used mechanisms are used to implement cache coherence:
snooping and directory-based. We categorize COH metrics into �ve subcategories: Snooping (SNO),
Directory (DIR), State Transition Latency (STL), State Transition Count (STC), and False Sharing
(FAS). The following metrics are de�ned in SNO: number of snoops that hit in the snoop �lter (HIT),
number of snoops that miss in the snoop �lter (MIS), number of invalidations due to coherence
(INV), number of write-backs due to coherence (WRB), and number of updates due to coherence
(UPD). Note that if there is no snoop �lter, HIT would be zero and MIS would be equal to the
total number of snoops. Both HIT and MIS are per snoop �lter. The metrics INV, WRB, and UPD
also exist under DIR. In addition, DIR contains metrics with the following attributes: Demand
Read, Software Prefetch Read, Hardware Prefetch Read, Write Miss, Write Hit, Evict, Directory Hit,
and Directory Miss. The STL metrics have the following attributes: Current State, Next State, and
Average/Minimum/Maximum. The STC metrics have the following attributes: Access Type, State
Transition Reason, Current State, and Next State. The exact STL and STC metrics depend on the
coherence states and protocol being used.

False sharing is a memory access pattern in which two cores are frequently modifying di�erent
pieces of the same cache line in a small duration of time. This can lead to signi�cant performance
degradations due to coherence. Therefore, measuring false sharing is important. By de�nition,
false sharing occurs when there are multiple processors and so all FAS metrics are invalid in a
single-processor simulation. There are several ways in which false sharing can be precisely de�ned
[15]. Most existing simulators do not support any false sharing metrics and so there is no need
at this point to de�ne a metric for each possible de�nition of false sharing. We de�ne in this
subcategory two metrics and leave the kind of false sharing being measured as an implementation
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detail. The �rst is the number of lines exhibiting false sharing (C). The second is the number of
invalidations caused by false sharing (I).

BusMetrics (BUS): A bus is a collection of wires that connect two or more components together
and potentially an arbitration logic. A cache is typically connected by a number of buses to other
caches and processors. A packet is a collection of data that is transferred on the bus as one unit. In
this category, the following metrics are de�ned: read throughput, write throughput, total time during
which the cache is idle, total time during which the cache is servicing requests, longest/shortest
continuous duration during which the cache is idle/non-idle, average idle/non-idle duration, total
number of packets, total size of all packets, number of coherence-related packets, and size of
coherence-related packets.

Translation Lookaside Bu�er Metrics (TLB): A TLB is a special cache used to speed up
translation of virtual addresses to physical addresses. TLB metrics are important not only for
architecture designers but also for system and application developers to detect access patterns that
cause a lot of TLB misses, resulting in performance degradation. We de�ne several subcategories
for TLB metrics: Access Counts (A), Flush Counts (F), and Latency (L). The �rst subcategory has
the same attributes as HIM. The second includes two metrics: the number of entries that have
been �ushed from the TLB (E) and the number of times the complete TLB was �ushed (C). The
third subcategory has the same attributes as LAT. The APT metrics de�ned below also constitute a
subcategory under TLB.

Speculative Execution Metrics (SPE): Each metric in this category has all the attributes from
HIM prepended by the following three metrics: Speculative Demand Read, Speculative Software
Prefetch Read, and Speculative Hardware Prefetch Read. Two vectors can be used to form a rate
metric.

Area, Power, and Thermal Metrics (APT): A cache simulator might include an area, power,
or thermal model. These aspects are related and can be further categorized into four subcategories:
Area (A), Energy (E), Power (P), and Thermal (T). There is only one metric in A, namely Area. The
following metrics are de�ned in the Thermal subcategory: Average Temperature (AP), Minimum
Temperature (MP), and Peak Temperature (XP). The E metrics have the following attributes:
Subthreshold Leakage with Power Gating, Subthreshold Leakage, Gate Leakage, and Dynamic. The
energy consumption is usually estimated by multiplying the estimated power by the execution
time or duration. The P metrics have the following attributes: Subthreshold Leakage with Power
Gating, Subthreshold Leakage, Gate Leakage, Dynamic, and Average/Minimum/Peak. Typically,
leakage power is constant with respect to a particular cache circuit design and technology. The
dynamic power changes over time depending on the cache activity. The same APT metrics are
de�ned under the TLB category.

Detailed Metrics (DET): Most of the metrics de�ned so far can be de�ned at a �ner granularity
rather than over the whole program execution or the whole cache. To avoid cluttering all the
categories, we decided to de�ne a speci�c category for such metrics. There are many ways in
which DET metrics can be de�ned. DET metrics can be de�ned based on HIM metrics by reducing
their scope to per source code function (SCF), per instruction (INS), per source code line (SCL), per
hardware thread for shared caches (HTH), per software thread (STH), per cache port for multiport
caches (POR), per bank for multibank caches (BAN), per cache set (SET), per cache block (BLK),
or per cache line state (STA). Another way DET metrics can be de�ned based on HIM metrics
is by splitting the miss attribute into four attributes corresponding to the four miss types (MIS):
compulsory, capacity, con�ict, and coherence. DET metrics can be de�ned based on LFP metrics by
considering the cause of blocking (LFP). Coherence metrics can be further classi�ed depending on
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the source of the access (I/O device, GPU, or local or remote processor). Many other DET metrics
can be de�ned similarly. In this paper, we name only those DET metrics that we use here.

Table 3. Cache simulators and supported output metrics. The "?" symbol indicates that we were not able to
find the data.

Simulator Output Metrics
Cachegrind HIM, DET_HIM_SCF, DET_HIM_INS.
Dinero IV HIM, DET_HIM_MIS.
CASPER HIM, COH_SNO.
CMP$im HIM, COH_?, ?.
Moola HIM, LAT, COH_?, COH_FAS.
gem5 HIM, LAT, CEF, TAG_C, TAG_O, TAG_L, LFP_L, LFP_H, LFP_B, COH_SNO,

BUS, TLB_A, TLB_F, TLB_L, DET_HIM_INS, DET_HIM_HTH, DET_HIM_STH,
DET_LFP, DET_LAT_INS, DET_LAT_HTH, DET_LFP_INS, DET_LFP_HTH.

Sniper HIM, LAT, CEF, LFP_H, COH_SNO, COH_STC, TLB_A, DET_HIM_SCF,
DET_HIM_INS, DET_HIM_STA, DET_CEF_STA.

Tejas HIM, CEF, COH_DIR, TLB_A.
ZSim HIM.
MultiCacheSim HIM, COH_SNO, COH_STC.
drcachesim HIM, TLB_A.
MARSSx86 HIM, TLB_A, TLB_L.
Multi2Sim HIM, CEF, TLB_A, TLB_F.
SimpleScalar HIM, CEF, TLB_A.
ESESC HIM, LAT, LFP_H, COH_SNO, COH_DIR, COH_STC, TLB_A, TLB_F, TLB_L.
Graphite HIM, CEF, COH_SNO, COH_STC, DET_HIM_MIS.
HORNET HIM, COH_DIR.
SlackSim HIM, CEF.
Manifold HIM, TLB_A.
vCSIMx86 HIM, DET_HIM_MIS.
pycachesim HIM.
SMPCache HIM.
SiNUCA HIM, CEF.
COTSon HIM, COH_SNO, COH_DIR, COH_STC.
McSimA+ HIM, CEF, COH_DIR, TLB_A.
XIOSim HIM, CEF, LFP_H.
Zesto HIM, CEF, LFP_H.
MacSim HIM, LAT, BUS, TLB_APT_P, APT_P.

3.13.1 Cache Metrics Naming Convention. There is a large number of cache metrics. To avoid
confusion and ambiguity, we propose a convenient naming convention. Each metric is named by
starting with the category shorthand name su�xed by an underscore, followed by the subcategory
name su�xed by an underscore (if applicable), and terminated by the name (bit vector) of the
metric if there is more than one metric in the same category or subcategory. For example, the
miss count over all memory accesses is named HIM_111101, the maximum latency for the �rst
word to reach over all demand read accesses is named LAT_1000112, the minimum total occupancy
is TAG_O_01, and the number of lines exhibiting false sharing is COH_FAS_C. In addition, to
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distinguish between di�erent caches, the cache level and name is prepended to the metric name.
For example, C1_L1_D_HIM_111101 is the miss count in the data cache in L1 of core 1. Access
latency requires specifying two parties; the requester and the server. Using this naming convention,
metrics that involve interactions between a cache and other components can be de�ned using two
or more intra-cache metrics.

3.13.2 Cache Simulators Output Metrics. Table 3 shows which simulators o�er built-in support
for which metrics. We show supported metrics at the level of subcategories. If a simulator supports
at least one metric within a subcategory (or category in case there are no subcategories), then it is
considered to support that subcategory.

Some simulators might support a particular metric that is similar to but does not exactly match
a metric de�ned here. For example, Cachegrind treats an access that crosses a cache line as a single
access, which is slightly di�erent from the HIM metrics. However, even in these cases, we do still
consider that the simulator supports the metric because usually in such cases, it is easy to modify
the source code to rectify the way a metric is measured if required.

Our categorization helps in estimating the amount of source code changes required to support
a new metric. If a simulator supports some metrics of a subcategory, then most or all other
metrics in that subcategory can probably be supported with minimal code changes. For example, if
HIM_111101 and HIM_111110 are supported, then HIM_111111, HIM_111001, and HIM_000101 are
among the metrics that can be easily supported. On the other hand, metrics from other categories
or subcategories probably require a signi�cant amount of work to support.

APT models are usually developed separately and integrated into the simulator. Therefore, we
did not include APT metrics in Table 3. Commonly used APT models include the McPAT power,
area, and timing modeling framework [47] and the HotSpot thermal model [77]. McPAT includes
the Cacti-P modeling tool for SRAM, DRAM, and 3D stacked DRAM caches. Any of the simulators,
with some e�ort, can be integrated with any APT model. This can be done either by having the
simulator take input from or provide input to the APT model or running the APT model during
simulation. gem5, Sniper, Tejas, Multi2Sim, ESESC, Graphite, Manifold, COTSon, and XIOSim are
available with integrated McPAT. ESESC and Manifold are available with integrated HotSpot.

3.13.3 From Statistical Metrics to Traces. All the metrics de�ned so far are statistical. That is,
they are measured over a number of events or operations. For example, the average temperature is
computed by sampling the temperature at some frequency, adding up all the samples and dividing
them by their number. With some source code changes, we can obtain a trace of temperatures by
emitting all the sampled temperatures rather than the average.

4 VALIDATION OF CACHE SIMULATORS
Many of the simulators have already been validated either by the original authors themselves or by
others. We discuss these attempts at validating some of the simulators and then argue that some
common methods to validate academic simulators are de�cient, and present a new understanding
of simulator validation. While our focus is on cache simulators and relevant metrics, this section
applies to architectural simulators in general.

4.1 Introduction
We brie�y discuss how some of the simulators were validated. Cachegrind was validated [58] using
a suite of single-threaded benchmarks, and the target platform consisted of a single-core 32-bit x86
processor with two levels of caches. The exact con�guration of the caches was not speci�ed, but
it was �xed for all the experiments. Validation was done against hardware performance counters
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and the validated metrics were the total number of L1 and L2 misses. The exact microarchitec-
ture and hardware performance counters used were not speci�ed. The experiments showed that
Cachegrind underestimates L1 and L2 misses by 3-62%. Remarkably, the authors documented
numerous shortcomings with their simulator, of which users should be aware before using it.

CMP$im was validated [38] using a suite of single-threaded benchmarks, and the target platform
consisted of a multicore 32-bit x86 processor with three levels of caches. Since the benchmarks
are single-threaded, only one core was used during each experiment (multiple cores were used for
other experiments not related to validation). The exact con�guration of the caches was speci�ed,
and it was �xed for all the experiments. Validation was done against another simulator that the
authors did not name. The validated metric was the number of misses per 1000 instructions (MPKI),
although it was not speci�ed whether that referred to the total number of misses including all
cache levels or just one particular level. It was concluded that CMP$im is within 13% of the other
simulator.

gem5 was validated [20] using a suite of multithreaded benchmarks, and the target platform
included a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 (a 32-bit out-of-order, speculative, superscalar processor
with two levels of caches). Validation was done against a real system and the metric used was the
wall-clock execution time. gem5 has two cache subsystem models (Classic and Ruby); the model
used was not speci�ed. The experiments showed that gem5 may overestimate execution time by as
much as 16.12% and underestimate it by as much as 17.94%. Further experiments were conducted
to investigate the mismatch and it was concluded that main memory model is the reason for it.
Another work [5] used a collection of single-threaded benchmarks compiled to 32-bit or 64-bit x86
binaries (depending on the simulator). The target platform consisted of an x86 processor with three
levels of caches. The exact con�guration of the caches was �xed for all the experiments. Validation
was done against hardware performance counters and the validated metrics were the IPC, data
L1 misses, data L3 misses, and branch mispredictions. The exact microarchitecture and hardware
performance counters used were speci�ed. The gem5 memory model used was not speci�ed. The
experiments showed that gem5 may overestimate miss rates by up to 7.5x and underestimate it by
as much as 0.1x. The authors speculated the reasons for the observed signi�cant mismatch. A more
recent work [83] proposes a methodology to identify signi�cant sources of error in a simulator.
The methodology was applied to the gem5 simulator to validate it against two real ARM processors
using a collection of single- and multi-threaded benchmarks. Finally, the gem5 measurement of a
number metrics was compared against Intel Haswell (and other simulators) using single-threaded
benchmarks [5]. These metrics include IPC, the number of L1 data cache misses, the number of L3
cache misses, and the number of mispredicted conditional branches.

Similar e�orts have been made to validate the following simulators: Moola [76], Tejas [73],
Multi2Sim [5, 80], Sniper [3, 5, 21, 22], SiNUCA [8], COTSon [11], ZSim [5, 72], MARSSx86 [5], and
McSimA+ [4]. All other simulators have not been validated against either hardware performance
counters or other simulators to the best of our knowledge.

Many of these simulators are claimed to be validated (not necessarily by the authors) because
the experiments show that some of the cache-related output metrics are close enough. In particular,
the output metrics that have been validated include only the number or rate of caches misses or
the execution time and considering only a single target platform. However, we have discussed
throughout this paper that there are many metrics and many possible con�gurations with complex
interactions that are dependent on the programs being simulated. But on a more fundamental level,
after looking at all of these simulators, we could not �nd an explicit unambiguous de�nition of what
makes a simulator validated or what it means to validate a simulator and why that matters. This
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can be easily seen by noticing that di�erent simulators were validated using di�erent benchmarks,
di�erent con�gurations, di�erent output metrics, and di�erent methods.

4.2 Validation Techniques
We identify four methods of validation:

• Validation against hardware performance counters.
• Validation against another simulator.
• Validation against analytical models.
• Validation against a model written in a hardware description language (HDL).

Some architects and researchers believe that academic simulators can be used to evaluate new
ideas in computer architecture without having to validate them against real hardware, while others
insist on validation against real hardware. We would like to discuss the �rst method in detail. In the
�rst method, only the output metrics that have corresponding performance events on the target
processor can be validated. Also, the input programs used for validation should run on both the
target processor and the simulator (in case of a non-trace-driven simulation). These limitations are
not issues and do not undermine the validity of this method of validation by themselves. However,
there are several major issues with this method.

First, hardware performance events are very di�cult to use correctly. The same event (e.g., L1
cache miss) may mean di�erent things across processors from di�erent vendors and even the
same vendor [54]. It is absolutely important to precisely specify the processor to do the validation
against and determine the exact meaning of the performance events to be used for validation on
that processor. In addition, it is important to correctly con�gure the performance monitoring unit
(PMU) to count the right events. The issue does not end there; after selecting an event to be used for
validation and determining what it means precisely, the event may not be deterministic [87]. That
is, the counts of an event for multiple runs of the same program may be substantially di�erent. Even
if one event is deterministic on a particular processor, it may not be so on another processor. Some
events can be made more deterministic by avoiding certain instructions. Overall, the hardware
performance counters are not necessarily accurate and so using them for any meaningful validation
can be very tricky.

Second, let us assume a perfectly accurate performance event was used to validate a partic-
ular metric, and it turns out there is some amount of mismatch. How should that mismatch be
interpreted? If the target processor was open-source and the simulator supports all of its features,
it would probably mean that there is a bug either in the simulator or in the way the event was
counted. But if the target architecture was not open-source (e.g., x86), it would be very di�cult
or impossible to determine the reason for the mismatch. One could speculate, but it may not be
possible to ascertain for sure. It could be because of an unknown feature that the simulator does
not support or was not intended to support.

Third, assume a perfectly accurate performance event was used to validate a particular metric,
and it turns out there is no or minimal mismatch. Can we conclude that the simulator is per-
fectly or highly accurate? It could be the case that the features of the processor that have been
unknowingly abstracted away by the simulator have not been triggered by the program being
simulated. Or it could be the case that there are multiple bugs in the simulator or errors in experi-
mentation that canceled each other’s e�ects, resulting in an apparently high simulation accuracy.
Moreover, similarity in microarchitecture-dependent metrics does not necessarily mean that the
microarchitecture-independent characteristics were captured accurately by the simulator [35]. For
example, the simulator and the PMU may report nearly identical data cache miss rates, yet the
memory access patterns exhibited by individual instructions may be di�erent.
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It is di�cult to overcome these problems in general. One might use the errors that were observed
from validation against real hardware to basically "�t" the simulator to the hardware so that it
measures certain metrics more accurately and report those measurements. This leads to a pitfall
called over-generalization in which users of simulators think that the simulator will be that much
accurate for all inputs and con�gurations. This issue is particularly severe in simulators that
support multiple ISA families [67], yet such simulators are usually only validated against a single
ISA. Another pitfall is to assume that the empirical mismatches will trend, meaning that the errors
will always be similar or bounded. The issue with this assumption is that when a researcher attempts
to evaluate a new idea or technique, it may amplify the errors depending how it interacts with the
causes or sources of mismatches.These and other pitfalls are discussed in more detail in [61].

In summary, using the �rst method, it is very di�cult to interpret mismatches and make any
useful (perhaps, slightly broad) statements about the accuracy of the simulator 6. Some authors
of simulators emphasize that their simulator is not intended to accurately model real processors
and that it simulates abstracted models of platforms. This is convenient for academic simulators.
From this point of view, it may make more sense to use the second method and validate academic
simulators against other academic or non-academic simulators that were validated either against
other simulators in turn, against real hardware, or gained the trust of the research community
through extensive usage over time. It is important that the two simulators target the same area
in computer architecture. For example, some of the simulators considered in this survey were
validated against gem5, which is the most detailed and one of the most cited simulators for multicore
processors. It would be a lot more sensible to reason about mismatches using this method. In this
case, the goal of validation would be to make the measurements of metrics of one simulator to be
as close as possible to another well-known simulator. Causes for mismatches include bugs in either
simulator or di�erences in abstractions. It is possible to determine the exact causes by knowing
the internals of each simulator. A popular myth is that the so called cycle-accurate simulators
are always more accurate with respect to real hardware and therefore one should always validate
against such simulators. But this is just a myth [86]. Thus, the extremely slow cycle-accurate
simulators may not be the best for validation.

The third method for validating a simulator is by using analytical models of cache subsystems
[13, 52, 70, 88]. To our knowledge, analytical models were never used for this purpose. Analytical
models are generally easier to build and much faster than simulators. However, they tend to be less
accurate. Therefore, the simulator being validated should produce results that are at least as accurate
as the analytical models used. In case of a signi�cant discrepancy, there are three possibilities.
First, the simulator is more accurate than the model, which can justify its usefulness, considering
its inferior performance. Second, the model is more accurate than the simulator and therefore,
the simulator should be improved. Third, the model is more accurate than the simulator, but the
simulator was not designed to capture the aspects that led to the discrepancy. An investigation is
required to determine which of the possibilities is the case.

There are di�erent types of analytical models [26], some of which require empirical results to build.
These can be obtained through native execution of benchmarks, dynamic binary instrumentation
(DBI)-based tools, or simulations using other already validated simulators. The more sophisticated
the analytical models are, the more reliable the simulator becomes.

The fourth and least common method of validation is validation against an HDL model. This
method makes sense when the goal of the simulator is to simulate a particular HDL model. But in

6However, it can be used to reverse-engineer certain features of a particular processor [1] and then provide a realistic
built-in support for them [3, 74] in modeling and/or con�guration.
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general, this method is rarely used because HDL models of some popular architectures are di�cult
to obtain.

4.3 Guidelines for Validating and Using Simulators
An important question common to all methods is what metrics to validate. Some metrics are more
fundamental than others and validating them would be more useful. For example, plotting misses
per thousand instructions (MPKI) over time and comparing it can shed light on the causes of
divergence in measurement during execution, in contrast to using total number of misses. Even
if some metrics are related to others, all metrics must be validated to make sure they are reliable
[30]. If a researcher wants to use a metric that has never been validated before, it is recommended
that the researcher validates the metric. Alternatively, an argument should be presented that the
important relevant e�ects are modeled in the simulator being used for evaluation of the proposed
technique.

Academic simulators (including all those considered in this paper) should be designed for the
purpose of evaluating new ideas, rather than to implement identical or close models to real proces-
sors. Thus, every simulator will have its own abstractions, supported features, and shortcomings, all
of which have to be clearly speci�ed in the documentation. The purpose of validation should be to
determine the impact of these abstractions and shortcomings on the measurements and potentially
highlight issues or bugs in the simulator that have never been thought of or discovered before.
Validation should help users understand the intended purposes of the simulator and guide them on
how to use it correctly. Validation should be used to establish the correctness of the implementation
and the correct usage of the academic simulator rather than its �delity to real hardware. Perhaps,
the word "correctness" can be used as an alternative to or instead of "accuracy" in Section 2.

When selecting a simulator to validate against, one should either use a dedicated simulator or
a simulator that has been extensively used. This reduces the chances that the chosen simulator
has many bugs. Note that dedicated simulators are typically much smaller in terms of lines of
code compared to general architectural simulators. Validation against real hardware can be used to
measure the extent of abstraction in the simulator or as some kind of assurance to its correctness
by revealing issues when unexpected mismatches are observed. This approach was followed in [30].
But one has to be careful when interpreting the results and not make invalid conclusions about
accuracy. When measurements of particular metrics are nondeterministic [6], statistical methods
should be used [19, 89].

When a researcher wants to choose one of the simulators to evaluate a new idea, they should
�rst determine all the aspects or components of a system that are a�ected by implementing that
idea or that have an e�ect on it. If the proposed technique is a new cache replacement policy, a
pure application-level cache simulator may be su�cient. If one needs investigate how operating
system code uses the instruction caches, a full system simulator needs to be used. A technique that
aims at improving cache access latency requires a cycle-level simulator to be evaluated. At the
same time, an overly simplistic simulator may lead to erroneous conclusions [79, 92].

5 CONCLUSION
This survey has provided a detailed discussion on 28 CPU cache simulators, including state-of-
the-art, recent, or popular simulators. A signi�cant portion of the information presented could
only be found by examining the source code of these simulators. The type, level, mode, and scope
of a simulator are major design characteristics that can signi�cantly in�uence the suitability of a
simulator for a particular research project. There is also a large number of detailed design aspects
of caches and cache hierarchies, such as the number of cache levels, replacement policies, write
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policies, and coherence protocols. We have discussed the extent to which each of the simulators has
built-in support or can support each of these aspects. Among the major issues that are common to
all simulators that has been highlighted in this survey include very limited and poorly documented
support for modern ISA (e.g., x86) extensions, cache addressing techniques, sophisticated address
translation cache hierarchies, and the impact of page walks on the caches, with respect to modern
processors. Another major issue is that all simulators were poorly validated because existing
validation works consider only a very limited set of metrics and con�gurations compared to what
is supported by the simulator. We hope that this survey contributes towards more e�ort being
spent towards addressing these issues in the future.
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